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Farmers markets allow producers
to sell directly to consumers
Emerald ash borer could
devastate state’s forests
Louisiana agritourism continues
to grow

Milking More Money Out of the Louisiana Dairy Industry
Charles Boeneke
With costs to produce a gallon of milk approaching the $2 mark and the average price dairy
farmers are receiving per gallon for that milk declining, some Louisiana dairy farmers are seeking
ways to maximize their profit margin. One way to do this is to add value to the milk they already
produce.
Several farmers in Louisiana have installed small processing facilities either adjacent to
or near their farms to process and market their milk. Other farmers are interested in building
the same type of operations within their own farms but don’t know where to start. The School
of Nutrition and Food Sciences in the LSU AgCenter is establishing a resource for farmers and
individuals who wish to pursue adding value to milk.
The LSU AgCenter hosted a producer-processor conference July 2017 at the Southeast
Research Station in Franklinton, Louisiana, to meet dairy producers processing their own milk and
begin networking with them. They also brought in local health department officials to provide
guidance on regulatory requirements for adding a processing operation to an existing farm.
Several farms in the state are producing and processing their own milk: Hill Crest Creamery, of
DeRidder; Feliciana’s Best, of Slaughter; Flowing Hills, of Belmont; ICCR, of Church Point; Brown Hat
Farms and Dairy, of Sun; Belle Ecorce Farms, of St. Martinville; and Ewing Farms, of St. Francisville.
Their products include cream line milk, chocolate milk, butter and cheeses.
The LSU AgCenter produces a newsletter to address issues that producer-processors face.
Topics include how to make and manufacture mozzarella cheese, recipes for dairy products, and
cleaning and sanitation. Workshops offered include the Better Process Control School, which
is a weeklong training program that teaches everything anyone needs to know about thermal
processing. Another program will be a one-day cheese-making workshop. This program will be at
the dairy processing plant on the LSU campus. A third program is being planned in cooperation
with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and will be held at the Southeast Research Station
later this year.
The LSU AgCenter Food Incubator is another resource for producer-processors to develop
new products. DipMe Snacks has its sour cream dip operation set up as part of the Food Incubator
and is housed in the dairy processing plant on the LSU campus. An additional food incubator
tenant who will be manufacturing fresh queso dips is scheduled to start production in the fall
inside the dairy processing
plant. Both of these
companies got their start
by adding value to milk.
Adding value to
milk is a way for farmers
to make their businesses
more profitable.
Consumer attitude is
shifting toward wanting
to purchase more locally
produced foods. Locally
produced milk and milk
products like butter,
sour cream, ice cream
and cheeses can fill that
market segment.
Charles Boeneke is an associate
professor in the School of
Nutrition and Food Sciences.
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Robert Wolf, of Dip Me Snacks, pumps heated cream from a kettle into
containers so it can be poured into a homogenizing machine in the LSU
AgCenter dairy processing plant. Photo by Olivia McClure
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ON THE COVER: The weekly Lafayette Farmers and Artisans
Market at Moncus Park, informally known as the Horse Farm,
has been a successful outlet for vendors to sell their products
since it started five years ago. The event, held 8 a.m. to noon
on Saturdays, averages approximately 1,200 people. Photo
by Bruce Schultz
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NEWS

Livingston Parish 4-H’er elected state president at 2018 4-H
University
Livingston Parish 4-H’er Westin Cobb, left, was elected state 4-H president at the 104th annual
4-H University June 19-22 on the LSU campus. Runners-up were Heather Gross and Sarah Hammonds. Nearly 1,500 4-H’ers from across the state participated in this event, which includes competition for educational trips and awards and participation in classes and workshops. Olivia McClure

New sugarcane variety
featured at July field day
A new sugarcane variety available for Louisiana farmers to plant this year was highlighted at
the 36th annual sugarcane field day at the LSU
AgCenter Sugar Research Station on July 18.
The variety, L 11-183, was released this year
by the LSU AgCenter, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Agricultural Research Service and
the American Sugar Cane League.
L 11-183 can be classified as a medium-to-late-maturing variety, said AgCenter sugarcane breeder Collins Kimbeng. It is resistant
to smut and moderately resistant to leaf scald,
sugarcane yellow leaf virus and ratoon stunting
disease, he said.
Averaged across all plant cane, first stubble
and second stubble crops, L 11-183 produced 4
percent less cane yield — tons of cane per acre
— than L 01-299, the leading variety in the Louisiana sugar industry. But sucrose content —
pounds of sugar per ton of cane — was comparable. Rick Bogren

Two ag agents win top
Louisiana awards
The Louisiana County Agricultural Agents
Association honored members for outstanding achievement at the 72nd annual meeting
held in June. LSU AgCenter Iberia Parish extension agent Blair Hebert, at left, received the Distinguished Service Award for career achievement focusing on sugarcane, livestock and row
crops. William Afton, horticulture agent in St.
Tammany Parish, was honored with the Achievement Award for Excellence for his work with
commercial growers, homeowners and the Louisiana Master Gardeners in fruit, vegetable and
ornamental plant production. Karol Osborne
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Cold winter hurts salvinia but also control efforts
Charles Wahl, an LSU AgCenter entomology research associate, drops weevil-infested salvinia
into a hole he cleared in a mat of giant salvinia in Big Fork Bayou in St. Martin Parish on Aug. 1. The
severe winter in Louisiana caused much of the giant salvinia in the state to die off, especially in the
northern part of the state. However, the weather caused a drastic reduction of a weevil being used
to control the waterway-clogging plant. Wahl said few requests for weevils to help combat giant
salvinia in north Louisiana have been made this year. He believes the biomass of the invasive plant
has been knocked back from the cold and delayed issues caused by it in south Louisiana.
Because the giant salvinia appeared later this year, control of the plant through weevil introduction will also be delayed. It takes the weevils two to three months to show signs of controlling giant
salvinia. Craig Gautreaux and Olivia McClure

Master Gardener training
goes more digital

Free trade agreement generates rice research funds
Funds resulting from the Colombian Free
Trade Agreement have paid for long-term
improvements at the LSU AgCenter H. Rouse
Caffey Rice Research Station as well as funding a
$1 million endowed chair for rice research in the
LSU AgCenter, said Jackie Loewer, president of
the Louisiana Rice Research Board.
Last year, the Colombian funds generated
$1.8 million for Louisiana rice research, and the
trade agreement allowed U.S. rice to be sold in
Colombia duty-free, Loewer said at the annual

AgCenter rice field day at the research station
on June 20. Roughly 350 people attended the
field day.
Loewer presented a check for $1.5 million from farmer checkoff funds used for rice
research to Bill Richardson, LSU vice president
for agriculture. Don Groth, resident coordinator
of the Rice Research Station, said the checkoff
funds paid by farmers are crucial to work conducted at the station. Bruce Schultz

Cater, Smith named new regional directors
LSU AgCenter extension associate Chris
Dunaway, left, demonstrates how to identify
problems in turfgrass and the proper use of pesticides during a Master Gardener class at Delgado Community College in New Orleans. This
was one of nine weekly face-to-face classes held
this summer during this experimental training,
which allows students to become certified Master Gardeners without having to commit to the
traditional schedule of two three-hour classes
for eight weeks. The students can take the rest
of the classes online in the comfort of their own
homes or wherever they have access to a computer. AgCenter horticulture agent Anna Timmerman said this new style of teaching is called
the “flip classroom” model, and it is intended to
allow a broader range of people to participate
in the Master Gardener program. “The plan is
to offer more of these classes around the state,”
Timmerman said. Johnny Morgan

Drusini named 4-H Agent of
the Year
Adriana Drusini, LSU AgCenter 4-H agent
in St. Mary Parish, has been named the Louisiana 4-H Agent of the Year. She will be formally
honored on Nov. 3 at the Louisiana 4-H Volunteer Conference. Drusini works with 32 clubs in
the parish with more than 1,000 students. “She
makes an extra effort to know her volunteers
and to provide them with meaningful roles,”
said Lanette Hebert, 4-H regional coordinator. Kathy Landry, a volunteer leader in the parish who nominated Drusini,
said she sees
the potential
in youth. “She
welcomes kids.
She’s encouraging, and she
respects them,”
Landry said.
Bruce Schultz

Melissa Cater was named the new director
for the LSU AgCenter Northeast Region, effective Aug. 1. She replaces Tara Smith, who moved
to the Central Region to take over the directorship from Boyd Padgett, a plant pathologist who has gone back to doing research and
extension work. The LSU AgCenter has five
regions all together. The other three are: Northwest, Southwest and Southeast. Regional directors oversee all the AgCenter programs in 4-H,
nutrition, agriculture and natural resources in
their respective areas.
Cater, a 22-year AgCenter veteran,
has been an associate professor in the
Department of Agricultural and Extension Education and Evaluation. She was
responsible for assessing the effectiveness of AgCenter extension programs.
She was previously a 4-H and family and consumer sciences agent and
parish chair in Catahoula Parish. She is
originally from Concordia Parish.
Smith

Smith, who took over her new job responsibilities July 1, has been with the AgCenter for
12 years, serving as the director of the Northeast Region for five years and as director of the
Sweet Potato Research Station in Chase, Louisiana, and sweet potato extension specialist before that. Smith will continue in her role
as the primary point of contact for the sweet
potato industry. She is originally from Alexandria, Louisiana. Karol Osborne and Olivia
McClure

Cater

Bain family donation benefits sugarcane research
In an area in Rapides and Avoyelles parishes,
considered the northernmost point in the world
for growing sugarcane, the Bain family has been
raising the sweet stuff for four generations.
“We are doing the impossible here,” said
Sterling Bain Jr., at right, the oldest sibling in the
Bain family. “There shouldn’t be cane this far
north.”
Bain said his family can successfully grow
sugarcane because of research at the LSU
AgCenter — research that has led to cold-tolerant sugarcane varieties and management

practices that allow the crop to thrive in that
area.
The Bain family has endowed an LSU AgCenter professorship and LSU College of Agriculture
graduate scholarship that will support research
on sugarcane. The gifts are in memory of their
father, Sterling Bain Sr.
Family members pictured are, left to right:
Will Bain, Roger Bain, John Bain, Mary Lou Bain,
Edgar Bain, Tommy Webb and Sterling Bain Jr.
Tobie Blanchard
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College of Ag

NEWS
LSU College of Agriculture
awards 5 university medals
Five College of Agriculture students
received University Medals during the 2018 LSU
spring commencement. Left to right are: Jennifer Olinde, Karen Robbins, Meghan Roberts and
Caroline Winer. Not pictured is Brandon Thibodeaux. The University Medal goes to LSU undergraduate students with the highest grade-point
average in their class. Olinde is an animal sciences major from Panama City, Panama; Robbins is an animal sciences major from Folsom,
Louisiana; Roberts is a natural resource ecology
and management major from Mandeville, Louisiana; Winer is a nutrition and food sciences
major from West Palm Beach, Florida; and Thibodaux is a natural resource ecology and management major from Houma, Louisiana.

Intern studies streamside management zones
In the course of two semesters, Sarah Catherine LeBlanc often found herself in deep water. The
senior, studying natural resource ecology and management, was waist deep in streams observing
water quality and other issues as part of an internship with land management company A. Wilbert’s
Sons LLC.
LeBlanc’s research focused on the effect of streamside management zones, which are areas near
waterways managed to protect the stream from forestry operations. She was looking at the effect
these zones have on the aquatic ecology in Louisiana bottomland hardwood forests.
“I have always been fascinated with how different ecosystems work and how we as environmental specialists, researchers and students are
able to manage and learn about how certain systems work,” LeBlanc said.
She focused on four sites near Ramah, Louisiana. Two of the sites were SMZs and two were
used as controls. She concluded that the SMZs
do not differ significantly from the controlled
sites and that A. Wilbert’s Sons is doing an effective job of managing their land.

Students use nutrition, gardening to create healthy
corporate space
At the Baton Rouge headquarters of Franciscan Missionaries of Our Lady Health Systems, two
LSU College of Agriculture students in different majors worked to create a healthy environment for
the employees and the public.
Lauren Martin, who was a senior studying nutrition and food sciences during the internship,
worked with the corporate wellness program, Healthy Lives. She was tasked with starting a nutrition-focused grocery store tour program to help people make better food shopping choices.
Kaylee Deynzer, a junior studying plant and soil systems, took a plot of land at the headquarters
and turned it into a thriving garden.
Pete Guarisco, vice president of Franciscan Missionaries, said he wanted to build a partnership
with the LSU College of Agriculture through gardening and nutrition education internships. Both
interns were creating new programs and learning as they went.
“I’ve never had this much autonomy in a job,” Martin said. She is passionate about food and
helping people, and this internship allowed her to explore those passions.
Deynzer wanted to create a peaceful spot for employees while also creating a bountiful harvest. She organized a volunteer workday for employees to help with the garden. She planted bush
beans, tomatoes, peppers, purple bell peppers, eggplant, squash and zucchini and put the harvest
in four locations for employee access

Liu receives mid-career
award
Chuanlan Liu,
associate professor in the Department of Textiles,
Apparel Design
and Merchandising, is the recipient of the International Textile and Apparel
Association
Mid-Career Excellence Award. Liu’s research
focuses on consumer experiences and well-being, slow fashion, mass customization, sustainability, co-branding and ingredient branding,
and entrepreneurship in fashion. Her research
has been recognized nationally and internationally with more than 70 refereed journal articles.
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Lauren Martin, left, was a nutrition intern working
with Marcy Bowman, health coach dietitian
at Franciscan Missionaries of Our Lady Health
Systems in Baton Rouge. Photo by Tobie Blanchard

Kaylee Deynzer planted vegetables at the
headquarters of Franciscan Missionaries of Our
Lady Health Systems in Baton Rouge. Photo by
Tobie Blanchard

New FacultyPROFILE
For Jerrod Penn, economics is magic
Kyle Peveto
For Jerrod Penn, economics is about more than just
numbers.
An environment and natural resources economist in the
LSU College of Agriculture, Penn uses the principles of economics to better understand human nature and what society
values.
This means Penn often begins with face-to-face surveys
because the data he needs do not exist.
“I’m the most micro of microeconomists,” Penn says from
his office at Martin D. Woodin Hall on the LSU campus.
Penn joined the economics faculty in January after finishing his doctoral work at the University of Kentucky. There
he became nationally known for research that established the
financial effects bedbug reports on lodging websites have
on hotels and other aspects of the hospitality industry. He
and his research partners also found that most consumers
couldn’t identify a bedbug.
There was very little information any researchers or organizations were willing to share, so Penn and his two co-researchers got their own data through online surveys.
“Bedbugs are a huge problem to the hospitality industry,”
Penn says. “It’s kind of a taboo topic.”
The study’s findings drew attention from the New York
Times, Consumer Reports and the Scientific American podcast, earning Penn notoriety in an understudied field.
Penn grew up in St. Cloud, Florida, and began studying
business economics at the University of Florida. He told his
advisor he was interested in the economics of recreation,
natural resources and the environment. “We don’t do that,”
the advisor said before directing Penn toward agricultural
economics.
In agricultural economics, Penn learned that he can
ask people questions, such as how much they would pay to
support bald eagle conservation. From that survey, he could
assign an estimate to how much society values bald eagles.
“I thought that was magic,” Penn says. “We can ask yesor-no-style questions and come up with dollar signs for how
people value things.”
Since moving to Baton Rouge, Penn has been surveying
users of East Baton Rouge Parish parks on what they know
about honeybees and native pollinators, such as bumblebees,
moths and wasps.
“How do they differentiate their value between native
pollinators versus honeybees,” Penn says. “Do they differentiate between those things? Can we do some outreach and
education after the fact?”
The survey also gives Penn a chance to work with his wife,
Hannah Penn, an entomologist and postdoctoral researcher

studying honeybees in the LSU
Department of Entomology.
Married since 2012, their interests
have intertwined before.
“We are more than the sum of
our parts when we work together,”
Jerrod Penn says.
Outside of economics, Penn is
fascinated by bees and insects and
loves hiking and exploring national
parks.
In the College of Agriculture,
Penn teaches an undergraduate
environmental resources class. He has experience in ocean
and coastal economics and water quality, and he expects to
expand into those fields while in Louisiana.
He relishes the opportunity to figure out what the individual or consumer thinks.
“I feel like a translator,” he says. “I translate basically
scientific work into an economically meaningful or relevant
number to the rest of society — or vice-versa. I can say, if this
is how society perceives things — given this information as to
what society’s values are, how does this inform the relevance
of research you are doing?”
This kind of translation, Penn says, could be key to understanding the path to real progress.
Kyle Peveto is assistant communications specialist with Communications and
assistant editor of Louisiana Agriculture.

When he isn’t surveying consumers about bedbugs, Jerrod Penn enjoys
hiking in national parks. He visited the Grand Canyon for a recent hike. Photo
provided by Jerrod Penn
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Evaluating Yield and Quality of Commercial
Sweet Potato Varieties in Louisiana
Tara P. Smith, Don R. La Bonte, Jeffrey C. Gregorie and Theresa F. Arnold

S

weet potatoes are the largest vegetable crop industry in Louisiana
and contribute more than $75
million to the state economy each year.
Since its inception in the 1930s, the
LSU AgCenter sweet potato breeding
program has produced several sweet
potato varieties that became commercial standards for the industry, including
Unit 1 Porto Rico, Centennial, Jewel and
Beauregard. The overarching goal of
the breeding program is to continually
develop improved varieties with superior yield and quality characteristics,
including resistance to diseases and
insects that pose production constraints
for Louisiana producers.
The Beauregard variety was
released in 1987 and quickly became an
industry standard, not only in Louisiana
but throughout sweet potato-producing regions in the United States.
During the past 10 years, the AgCenter
sweet potato breeding program has
released several sweet potato varieties,
including Evangeline, Orleans, Bayou
Belle, Bellevue, Murasaki-29 and Bonita.
Each variety offers a unique production
package and affords producers a choice
based on their needs and the needs
and demands of both the fresh market
and processors. A production landscape

that was dominated by the Beauregard
variety for more than 30 years is quickly
changing as new varieties have been
released and adopted by the industry.
Orleans, Bayou Belle and
Beauregard are orange-flesh varieties
and are considered industry standards. Orleans is in many ways a twin
to Beauregard but is slightly higher
yielding and produces a higher percentage of U.S. No. 1, the premium
fresh market yield grade for sweet
potatoes in the United States. Orleans
is marketed to both fresh market and
processing sectors of the industry, while
Bayou Belle is sold almost exclusively
for processing. Bellevue is a more recent Banded cucumber beetle. Photo by Jack Reed
orange-flesh release with superior yield
and quality characteristics. Murasaki-29,
considered a Japanese-type sweet
potato, has a bright white flesh and has
significant levels of resistance to the
sweetpotato weevil, a major pest of the Percent Rootworm Damage
sweet potato industry.
50
Soil insects are often cited as one
of the most limiting production
con40
straints facing sweet potato producers
30
worldwide. Cucumber beetles
are the
primary target of sweet potato insect
20
management programs in Louisiana.
Feeding injury from cucumber beetle larvae result
Larvae of two different 10species, the
in small, unattractive holes that negatively impact
spotted cucumber beetle and the
marketability of the crop. Photo by Tara P. Smith
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LSU AgCenter sweet potato breeder Don La Bonte shows a
new red-skinned sweet potato that will be released soon
to growers. The new variety, currently called LA 13-81, has
good yields and can grow in different soil types. LA 13-81
was introduced at the field day on Aug. 16 at the Sweet
Potato Research Station in Chase, Louisiana. It will join a
group of other varieties — including Orleans, Bayou Belle
and Evangeline — that offer alternatives to Beauregard,
the longtime staple of the Louisiana sweet potato industry.
Photo by Olivia McClure
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banded cucumber beetle, feed on storage roots
throughout the development cycle of the crop.
The feeding injury results in small, unattractive
holes, which negatively affect marketability of
the crop.
A study was conducted in Gilbert, Louisiana,
during 2017 to evaluate yield and insect damage
associated with four orange-flesh sweet potato
varieties produced in Louisiana. Because the
white-flesh Murasaki-29 has high levels of resistance to sweetpotato weevil, it was included
as a resistant standard in the trial. A secondary
objective was to compare yield among all
varieties. Similar to other crops, sweet potato
yields can vary by location and are affected by
soil type, available soil moisture, plant quality,
nutrient availability and numerous environmental factors.

Bellevue

Murasaki-29

RESULTS

The majority of insect damage was
attributed to cucumber beetles (rootworms).
Beauregard incurred the highest level of injured
roots at 46 percent, followed by Bellevue at 34
percent, Orleans at 30 percent and Bayou Belle
at 17 percent. Bayou Belle had 29 percent less
damage than Beauregard. Murasaki-29 had the
least amount of insect damage in the current
trial at 3 percent. (Figure 1).
Murasaki-29 was the lowest-yielding variety.
It is not grown on a large commercial scale in
Louisiana, is slower to mature than other varieties evaluated and usually requires an additional two to three weeks to reach optimum
yield potential, compared to the orange-flesh
commercial varieties evaluated. Total yield
exceeded 500 bushels per acre for both Orleans,
at 554 bushels per acre, and Bayou Belle, at 523
bushels per acre. Bellevue yielded 386 bushels
per acre, and Beauregard yielded 345 bushels
per acre. (Figure 2) This study is being replicated
in two locations in 2018.
Identifying high-yielding, premium-quality
sweet potato varieties with significant levels of
resistance to soil insects is an important goal
of the LSU AgCenter sweet potato breeding
and insect pest management research programs. The results of this study will help lead to
decreased use of insecticides, improved crop
quality and increased profitability for Louisiana
sweet potato producers.
Tara P. Smith is director of the Central Region and coordinator
of the Sweet Potato Research Station in Chase, Louisiana; Don
R. La Bonte is director and Lucien and Peggy Laborde Professor
in the School of Plant, Environmental and Soil Sciences; Jeffrey
C. Gregorie and Theresa F. Arnold are research associates at the
Sweet Potato Research Station.
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Energy Supplementation of Replacement
Beef Heifers on Nelson Annual Ryegrass
Guillermo Scaglia

D

evelopment of beef heifers to become replacement
breeding animals is extremely important for the beef
cattle industry. Proper development of replacement
heifers is critical and needs to be accomplished at low costs
without sacrificing performance. Beef heifers should be
managed to achieve puberty early, conceive early in the first
breeding season, calve unassisted and breed back early for
their second calf. Traditionally, the recommendation has been
that heifers be developed to reach 60 to 65 percent of mature
bodyweight by the onset of the breeding season. However,
recent research has demonstrated heifers reaching less than
58 percent of mature bodyweight by breeding do not display impaired reproductive performance. Common practice
is to breed heifers before the cowherd so they have a longer
rebreeding period. This practice requires additional resources
if heifers are developed to the same target bodyweight
because an accelerated rate of gain is needed to reach the
target bodyweight earlier.
Energy intake is the primary nutritional consideration
for reproductive development of beef heifers. Hence, energy
supplementation is often required even when grazing highquality pastures such as annual ryegrass, which is widely
grown in the southern U.S. and has become an important

component in winter forage-livestock systems. The expenses
associated with energy supplementation, however, can significantly increase production costs and become unattractive
to cow-calf producers. The reproductive function of beef
heifers is highly associated with nutritional status, growth
rates, and circulating concentrations of hormones and metabolites associated with energy metabolism. Providing moderate amounts of energy supplements to growing cattle on
wheat, annual ryegrass or other small grain crops is of particular importance because of the potentially large fluctuations
in amounts of available forage. Starch from grains (corn, sorghum, wheat, etc.) is an excellent source of energy. However,
too much grain (more than 0.5 percent of the animal’s bodyweight daily) can affect dry matter intake and fiber digestion,
which in turn will affect animal performance. Processed
grains (rolled, cracked, ground, steam-flaked) increase starch
availability compared to whole grains, hence increasing the
possible negative effects. Another source of energy is highly
digestible fiber found in byproducts such as soybean hulls,
wheat middlings and corn gluten feed. These byproducts may
offer alternatives to formulate energy supplements with fairly
high energy densities.

Group of heifers on annual ryegrass
after the conclusion of the experiment.
Photo by Guillermo Scaglia
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grazing periods of all three years, the daily amounts of supplement fed per animal for the four supplement treatments
were 3.6 pounds of ground corn (0.5 percent bodyweight),
3.4 pounds of soybean hull pellets (0.5 percent bodyweight),
7.1 pounds of ground corn (1 percent bodyweight), and 6.9
pounds of soybean hull pellets (1 percent bodyweight).
Supplementation in grazing conditions can have an
additive effect (basal diet intake is not reduced) or a substitu18 (basal diet intake is reduced). Figure 1 shows that
tion effect
16 of supplement and amount fed, intake of annual
regardless
14 decreased when heifers were supplemented; howryegrass
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In each of three consecutive years, 90 crossbred beef
heifers (average bodyweight 598 pounds) were continuously
stocked (6 heifers per treatment per group; 3 replicates; 1.8
heifers per acre) on Nelson annual ryegrass, seeded at a rate
of 40 pounds per acre. The main attributes of Nelson are that
it has a large plant structure, good forage yield potential,
good crown rust resistance, and a wide range in adaptability
across the southern United States.
The five treatments evaluated were: 1) control, no supplement; 2) 0.5 percent bodyweight of ground corn; 3) 0.5
percent bodyweight of soybean hull pellets; 4) 1 percent
bodyweight of ground corn; and 5) 1 percent of bodyweight
of soybean hull pellets. All supplements were fed daily
between 7 and 9 a.m. Grazing started in January of each year
(2014, 2015 and 2016) and lasted until early April. Heifers were
weighed every 15 days, and the supplement amount was
adjusted based on these weights. On average throughout the
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FIGURE
3.51. Average daily dry matter intake (pounds) of annual ryegrass and
corn or soybean hull pellets of heifers grazing ryegrass. The red portion of
the bars3represents the dry matter intake (pounds) of annual ryegrass; the
other colors represent the daily dry matter intake from different supplements.
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2.838
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3.5

FEED EFFICIENCY

DAILY DRY MATTER INTAKE
(pounds)
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AVERAGE DAILY GAINS, (pounds)
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TREATMENTS
FIGURE 4. Feed efficiency (feed:gain ratio) defined as the amount (pounds)
of supplement needed per pound of increase in bodyweight above the
control treatment. CORN05=0.5% bodyweight of ground corn; SBH05=0.5%
bodyweight of soybean hull pellets; CORN1=1% bodyweight of ground corn;
and SBH1=1% bodyweight of soybean hull pellets.

(0.21 pound, 13 pounds, respectively), although corn-supplemented heifers had greater performance, with greater
average daily gains in those receiving 0.5 percent bodyweight
in ground corn (Figures 2 and 3). Feed efficiency (Figure 4)
was greater (less feed per extra pound of weight) for heifers
supplemented with corn at 0.5 percent bodyweight, while
those heifers receiving soybean hulls at 1 percent bodyweight
were the least efficient. Assuming a mature body weight of
1,300 pounds, the average final bodyweight exceeded the
60 percent of mature weight required even without supplementation. These results also reflect another important fact:
depending on mature weight, genetic potential for growth,
and management decisions (health plan of the herd, preweaning management, etc.), if heifers are developed correctly
after weaning and managed at the appropriate stocking rate,
they may just need a small amount of supplement to reach
the appropriate breeding weight.

The average cost of a pound gain for the group not
supplemented was $0.31. Based on Figure 2, the extra gains
obtained due to supplementation were 0.8, 0.4, 0.7 and 0.4
pounds for CORN05, SBH05, CORN1, and SBH1, respectively.
Based on the average price of corn ($140/ton) and soybean
hull pellets ($202/ton) the cost of daily supplementation per
pound of extra gain was $0.31, $0.88, $0.7 and $1.78 for 0.5
percent of the bodyweight on corn and soybean hulls, and
1 percent of the bodyweight on corn and soybean hulls,
respectively.
It is important to develop an appropriate grazing strategy
and make an effort to have an efficient use of the forage
available since it is the cheapest source of dry matter for the
grazing animal.
Guillermo Scaglia is a professor at the Iberia Research Station, Jeanerette, La.

General view of the annual ryegrass at the
end of the grazing season. Pasture was
grazed by heifers supplemented with corn
at 1 percent of their body weight.
Photo by Guillermo Scaglia

General view of the annual ryegrass at
the end of the grazing season. Pasture
was grazed by heifers with no access to
supplement.
Photo by Guillermo Scaglia
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Potential Losses in Louisiana Hardwood
Sawtimber Economic Contributions After
Emerald Ash Borer Invasion
T. Eric McConnell, Curtis L. VanderSchaaf and Shaun M. Tanger

T

he invasive insect Agrilus planipennis, more commonly
known as the emerald ash borer, is a relatively recent
arrival to the North American landscape. That, however,
has not slowed its impact on changing that landscape in a
profoundly negative way, killing tens of millions of ash trees
(Fraxinus spp.) since its detection in 2002 in Michigan.
Like many other states, Louisiana has a history of conservation efforts that included planting ash trees as ornamentals
in rural and urban areas because of their superior survival
traits. Those traits, though, have created a large target, and
the entire species is threatened by extinction, similar to what
happened to elm and American chestnut trees. In a strange
twist, ash trees gained in popularity after replacing elm trees
lost to the Dutch elm disease outbreak, which had become a
popular replacement for American chestnut trees decimated
decades before by the chestnut blight. The emerald ash borer
recently was found to have parasitized the white fringe tree,
which is not in the same genus as ash trees but is in the same
family, Oleaceae. This family also includes olive, jasmine,
privet, forsythia and lilac.
The potential economic and ecological impacts of
emerald ash borer are staggering. National inventory data
show more than 8 billion ash trees in U.S. forests and woodlands, with a value estimated at more than $280 billion.
Unfortunately, the emerald ash borer has now been discovered in several north Louisiana parishes (Figure 1). After first
being detected in southern Arkansas in July 2014, the first
official identification in Louisiana came in February 2015 in
Webster Parish. Louisiana is the 25th state to be infested, and
according to the Louisiana Forestry Association, the emerald
ash borer had spread to eight other parishes as of July 2017.
Emerald ash borer is a bark boring beetle, with one generation per year being typical. The larvae are the primary
culprits that lead to tree death. They tunnel in S-shaped galleries to feed in an ash tree’s inner bark (phloem) and outer
sapwood (xylem) through summer and into fall (Figure 2). The
persistent tunneling in the vascular system over multiple generations eventually limits the tree’s ability to transport water
and nutrients and leads to death. A key identifier of EAB infestation is the insect’s distinct D-shaped exit holes.
Louisiana is likely to take a huge blow economically and
ecologically from an emerald ash borer infestation because
ash is a significant part of Louisiana forests. This is particularly
true along the Red, Atchafalaya and Mississippi rivers (Figure
3). The most recent U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest
14
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Inventory Analysis data show ash trees represent around 5
percent of all hardwood species in the state at 20 million tons
in rural Louisiana. These numbers do not include ash trees in
cities and suburban areas. The Louisiana ash inventory is not
as large as the levels in the northern U.S. where the infestation originated. There, ash was a significantly greater component of the regional forest, and its depletion occurred rather
rapidly.
Five species of ash are found in Louisiana. In relative order
of total inventory, they are green ash, white ash, Carolina
ash, pumpkin ash and blue ash. White and green ash have
the most commercial use, including for furniture and lumber,
while pumpkin ash has some commercial value. Carolina and
blue ash have little commercial value.
Experts estimate a mortality level of nearly 100 percent
when emerald ash borer parasitizes ash species. Given this
grim prognosis and ash tree abundance in the Louisiana
landscape, Louisiana Tech and LSU faculty members have
developed an economic trade flows model to estimate the
effect on the timber industry and larger economy in Louisiana
from losses of ash species due to an emerald ash borer infestation. This article focuses specifically on the effects emerald
ash borer could have on trees classified as sawtimber, using
2016 timber and harvest data for the state as an example.
Sawtimber is the term for harvested logs converted into
either appearance-grade lumber for flooring and cabinets or
industrial-grade products, such as ties, pallets and mats.

RESULTS

The total contribution of hardwood sawtimber harvesting
in Louisiana in 2016 was $83.1 million. This included the delivered mill gate value of $46.9 million plus an additional $36.2
million of additional contributions from other sectors and
institutions with activities linked to the logging sector. Of the
$36.2 million, industries contributed $21 million and households added $15.2 million.
The particular economic scenario in this model shows
that an emerald ash borer infestation could cause average
harvest volumes to decline by 4.15 percent, falling to 94.7
million board feet from 98.8 million board feet.
Average local purchasing also declines by 4.15 percent,
which means the state forest industries would need to import
4.1 million board feet to maintain current sawlog levels. The
average mill gate value falls to $45.0 million, a decrease of

$1.95 million; however, harvest levels could fall by as little as
3.46 million board feet or as much as 4.67 million board feet.
This could directly contribute to a loss of hardwood sawtimber product value in the range of $1.64 million to $2.22
million.
The total economic contribution of annual hardwood
sawtimber harvests under an emerald ash borer scenario in
2016 could have ranged from $75.4 million to $77.5 million.
Compared to that year’s actual harvest contribution, this
represents a decline of $5.68 million to $7.70 million. Beyond
the loss in timber revenues are the losses that would be felt
in other sectors throughout the Louisiana economy. Supplier
industries could suffer output losses of $3.00 million to
$4.07 million. Declines in household activities could range
from $469,000 to $1.04 million. The grand total could range
from $9.15 million to $12.81 million in losses to the Louisiana
economy.

WHAT DO THESE FINDINGS MEAN?

It is important to establish baseline scenarios for economic damage estimates related to natural resources and
agricultural commodities in Louisiana. Having these estimates
allows policymakers to establish a hierarchy of priorities.
Further, the results, in more detail, show which industries
would be hit hardest by the outbreak and those to target for
assistance. Relatedly, the number of jobs lost due to the outbreak can be quantified and used as justification for targeting
unemployment benefits related directly to disaster relief.
Ultimately, this model suggests how timber markets may
react to a change in ash availability.
T. Eric McConnell and Curtis L. VanderSchaaf are assistant professors at Louisiana
Tech University, Ruston, Louisiana. Shaun M. Tanger is a forest economist with the
LSU AgCenter.

FIGURE 2. An illustration of emerald ash borer damage. The tree’s outer bark
has been peeled to expose the larval galleries. Photo by T. Eric McConnell of a
tree in Ohio
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FIGURE 1. Map of emerald ash borer detection in Louisiana.

FIGURE 3. Ash inventory (basal area) in Louisiana and surrounding states.
Larger dots represent a greater presence of ash inventory. Source: USDA Forest
Service
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Louisiana Agritourism:
An Industry With Potential
Maria Bampasidou and Denys Maksymov

L

ouisiana offers many opportunities
for agritourism. The agritourism
and recreational services industry
grew substantially in the state from
2007 to 2012, with the U.S. Department
of Agriculture Census of Agriculture
reporting that the number of operations increased by 110 percent, from
170 to 361. Income from these ventures increased even more during the
same period, up from $2,486,000 to
$8,996,000, a 260 percent increase.
Additional increases are expected when
the 2017 data are in, which should be in
late 2018.
LSU AgCenter researchers conducted a survey of Louisiana’s farm agritourism industry in the spring of 2017
to compile a profile of farm agritourism
and common agritourism activities,
analyze motivations for engaging in
agritourism and determine industry
challenges. Data were collected from
50 individuals — attendees at AgCenter
agritourism workshops and owners
of operations listed on MarketMaker,
Facebook and Google, as well as
through referrals from parish extension agents. A sample of 32 current
agritourism operators and 18 who are
planning to add agritourism activities
was used for the analysis. The survey
does not necessarily reflect the state as
a whole.
In the first part of the survey,
respondents were asked to select
activities offered in their agritourism
operations in 2016 and activities they
were planning to offer. Figure 1 presents how frequently each activity was
selected. Educational tours, selected 17
times, and school field trips, selected 13
times, are at the top of the list of activities. Field rides, mazes, event hosting,
Christmas tree farms and pick-your-own
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berry fields were also high on the list,
as well as farm animal exhibits, bed and
breakfast accomodations, petting zoos
and wildlife observations. This shows
a diversity in what Louisiana farm agritourism operations offer.
On average, Louisiana agritourism
businesses operate 123 days a year.
The month in which most operations
were open was November. The industry
peaks in the late fall and holiday season,
with a smaller rise in the spring. These
peaks reflect the reality that some
agritourism businesses are cyclical and
connected to agricultural production
cycles. Most Christmas trees farms,
for example, operate in November
and December. Those who offer fresh
produce-related activities, pumpkin
patches and pick-your-own activities,
for example, follow the seasonality
of particular crops. At the same time,
accommodations and educational activities may be less sensitive to production
patterns.

Although agritourism
is growing in Louisiana,
a limiting factor is farmer
concerns about risk.
Louisiana farm operators engage
in agritourism for both monetary and
nonmonetary reasons. The motivation
behind entering the agritourism sector
was of a special interest of the study.
The study results indicate that key motivators for entering the industry include
educating consumers about agriculture
(96 percent indicated it to be important
or very important); interacting with customers (88 percent); capturing new customers (85 percent); enhancing quality

of life (78 percent); and generating
additional income (67 percent). A more
detailed list of motivators is presented
in Table 1. While each agritourism enterprise is different, most activities offered
are a combination of both economic
and noneconomic needs and interests
of the farm household.
Respondents reviewed a list of
financial, marketing, legal and management problems and rated each as “Not
a Problem,” “Somewhat of a Problem,”
“A Moderate Problem” or “A Serious
Problem.” If the issue did not apply
to their venues, they selected “Not
Applicable.”
Financial and marketing issues are
the main concerns of 32 current operators. Financial issues are a moderate or
serious problem for 36 percent. As for
marketing-related issues, 30 percent
of current agritourism operators indicated the issues within this group to be
a moderate or serious problem. Legal
and management issues account for the
lowest levels of concern among current
farm agritourism operators (16 percent
and 12 percent of the respondents,
respectively).
For 11 people who indicated they
are interested in offering agritourism
activities, perceived risk is higher.
Forty-six percent of the respondents
ranked the financial risks as moderate
or serious problems. Also, 36 percent
ranked the marketing risk as moderate
or serious, 32 percent said the legal risk
was moderate or serious, and 25 percent said potential management problems were moderate or serious.
This report should not discredit the
importance and attention given by current agritourism operators, but it should
reinforce that there is a learning curve in
the agritourism industry, and the impor-

tance of these issues decreases with
years of experience.
The plethora of activities that
fall under the umbrella of agritourism are a strong incentive for
farmers and ranchers to consider
incorporating agritourism activities in their existing farming and
ranching operations. Monetary
and nonmonetary motivators are
equally important, and that allows
for flexibility in the type of activities offered. Nevertheless, particular attention is needed to address
marketing, financial, legal and
managerial risks that may be prevalent. This study suggests potential operators may be holding off
engaging in agritourism because of
risk perceptions.
Maria Bampasidou is an assistant professor
and Denys Maksymov is a graduate student in
the Department of Agricultural Economics and
Agribusiness.

TABLE 1: Importance of Motivators in Agritourism
Motivator

Very important and Important

Educate consumers about agriculture

96.30%

Interact with customers

88.46%

Capture new customers

84.62%

Enhance personal/family quality of life

77.78%

Meet a need in the recreation/vacation market

72.00%

Provide current customers with new products/services

69.23%

Generate additional income

66.67%

Keep the farm/ranch in the family

66.67%

Better utilize farm/ranch resources

65.38%

Increase ability to meet financial obligations

62.96%

Stay active

61.54%

Continue ranching/farming

59.26%

Provide employment for family members

48.15%

Reduce impact of catastrophic events for ag production

46.15%

Generate revenues during off seasons

42.31%

Decrease farm/ranch revenue fluctuations

37.04%

Observed success of other farm/recreation businesses

34.62%

Note: Respondents were asked to rank these motivators from least important (value=0) to very important (value=5). The
percentage of respondents selecting important and very important is presented in the table.

FIGURE 1

Types of activities offered by current Louisiana agritourism operators and activities to be offered by interested farm operators.
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Agritourism is fun and games
— and hard work — for Mrs. Heather
Kyle Peveto

Arlen Whitehead, of Gretna, picks
strawberries with her 19-monthold daughter, Rose, at Mrs.
Heather’s Strawberry Farm.
Photo by Tobie Blanchard
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H

eather Hughes wasn’t familiar with the agritourism
business when her family opened their pumpkin patch
in Tangipahoa Parish about 15 years ago.
“I just thought it was fun playing with the kids,” Hughes
said. “I love to be outside, and it was just having fun letting
the kids do the things we used to do.”
Since then Mrs. Heather’s Farm has expanded from
a pumpkin patch to strawberry picking and weddings,
becoming an example of a prosperous agricultural attraction.
Agritourism can include any agricultural operation open
to the public for lodging, recreation, education or other activities, such as bed-and-breakfast accommodations, campsites,
hayrides, berry farms or Christmas tree farms.
“An agritourism operation is a business enterprise where
agriculture and tourism merge,” said Maria Bampasidou, an
LSU AgCenter economist who studies agricultural business.
Whether as a part-time pursuit or as a main source of
income, agritourism is growing nationwide. According to the
USDA Census of Agriculture, agritourism and recreational
services on farms brings more than $8.9 million in income to
operators nationwide. In Louisiana, agritourism and recreation on farms rose 110 percent from 2007 to 2012, growing
from 170 farms to 361, according the census. The data from
the most recent census in 2017 are not yet available.
The Louisiana Department of Agriculture and Forestry
offers a certification program for agritourism sites. Seventynine are certified, Bampasidou said. Bruce Garner, the
AgCenter state coordinator for agritourism, helps guide these
operators through the process.
Heather Hughes, 48, and her husband, Trey Hughes, 50,
were both born into dairy farming families, and they ran a
dairy themselves until 2003, when they sold their dairy herd
to focus on raising beef cattle. That dovetailed with the start
of their pumpkin patch venture.
At first they planted a field of pumpkins without any goal
in mind. Heather Hughes called area schools and invited them
to bring children to the patch, where they could ride her old
pony and get their faces painted. That first year, 200 to 300
children visited.
Now Mrs. Heather’s Farm sees 10,000 to 20,000 children
per year. She charges $7 per child, and parents can bring a
picnic and spend the day.
Guests can walk nature trails, jump on a huge jumping
pillow, wander mazes of hay and corn and play all kinds of
games Hughes imagines. There are plenty of photo opportunities for mom and dad’s social media feeds, with rustic
bridges, green pastures and a re-creation of Tow Mater, the
tow truck from the “Cars” animated films.
“I tell them to get all the pictures mama wants, then go
get dirty,” Hughes said.
Mrs. Heather’s is open every day from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
from the end of September to the beginning of November in
pumpkin patch season and from mid-March to Mother’s Day
for strawberry season.
At the pumpkin patch, Hughes trucks in additional pumpkins from another farm so each child has a pumpkin to carve
or paint. At the strawberry patch, picking berries is the main
attraction.

The Hughes family works year-round. They run 200 to 250
head of beef cattle on 600 acres. Heather Hughes also drives a
school bus “for health insurance,” she said.
A new venture in their agritourism operation is offering
a wedding venue. A few years ago their new hay barn, with
charming board-and-batten siding, caught the attention of
some of the young women working part-time for Hughes.
“They said, ‘Let me have my wedding in it before you put
the hay in it,’” Hughes said. “It was strictly going to be a hay
barn at first.”
Now Hughes rents the barn with tables and chairs, and
it’s a slightly hands-off source of revenue.
The strawberry and pumpkin patches are never
hands-off. Even in the summer while the pumpkins are
growing, Hughes is cutting hay for the hay maze and fighting
armyworms in the corn maze. She’s also planning her next
attraction to keep the farm interesting for children who return
every year. Maybe something like tree houses.
“My weekends are gone,” Hughes said. “We call them our
turnarounds. As far as us going somewhere and doing something on weekends, that’s gone.”
Now, agritourism provides half the family’s income,
Hughes said. But the operation can still be affected by
weather. Cold can delay the strawberry season, and a rainy
spring can prevent families from coming to the berry patch.
Agriculture always involves risk, Bampasidou said.
Operators face risks that the harvest could be affected by
weather or that the value of a crop could change because of
world events. Agritourism can help temper that risk.
“I like to think of agritourism as a risk diversification tool,”
Bampasidou said. “You can utilize your resources — say, a
tractor — to offer educational tours in your operation as you
prepare for harvesting, or your land by repurposing an area to
a B and B that can hold special events, such as weddings.”
In recent years Mrs. Heather’s Farm has become a role
model for some producers considering agritourism operations. Bampasidou has
teamed with Hughes to
survey agritourism operators, and the AgCenter
has hosted a safety
workshop at the farm.
Now farm operators
go to Hughes for advice.
She tells them it’s a
tough business, but she
loves it.
“You have to be creative, and you have to
be committed,” Hughes
said. “It’s not just a few
days a year. It’s a big
commitment.”
Heather Hughes of Mrs. Heather’s Farm
Kyle Peveto is assistant
communications specialist with
Communications and assistant
editor of Louisiana Agriculture.

speaks at an LSU AgCenter agritourism
workshop. After building a successful
agritourism operation at her family’s farm,
Hughes’ operation has become a model for
Louisiana agritourism operations. Photo by
Tobie Blanchard
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Learning Mastery

in Horsemanship and Leadership
Kyle Peveto

W

hen Craig Rideau was a kid, he could hop on a horse
and ride all day.
As an adult, Rideau watched expert riders control their horses and realized how much he had to learn.
That led him to the LSU AgCenter Master Horseman program, an eight-week course that teaches basics and advanced
elements of horsemanship.
“You see other people doing it,” said Rideau, 54, of
Eunice, “but when I started the Master Horseman program, I
saw that I could do it, too.”
Master Horseman courses are tailor-made for those like
Rideau, who enjoy riding but want to better understand their
horses. The courses also create an educated population of
equestrians who can then teach the next generation of riders
at 4-H horse camps and barns and trail rides across the state.
“They might not be proficient. What they have is a desire,”
said Neely Walker, the AgCenter equine specialist in charge
of the program. “They have a desire to work with others, but
they may not have the understanding.”
The AgCenter Master Horseman program was the first

of its kind across the nation. It began in 2002 when former
extension horse specialist Clint Depew and other extension
agents decided to create educated volunteers for 4-H horse
camps around the state.
“They didn’t have a problem getting volunteers,” Walker
said. “But they didn’t have a uniform voice. They all had different horse experience. When you don’t have a uniform voice
and don’t know the same things, it’s difficult to get everyone
on the same page.”
A uniform voice would better prepare the 4-H’ers who
depend on horse camps as they get ready to represent their
club and Louisiana 4-H at horse shows, Walker said.
So far, the program has educated more than 1,100 riders,
she said.
Based loosely on the Master Gardener or Master Farmer
model, Master Horseman training consists of one hour of lecture and two to three hours of riding instruction per week for
eight weeks. At $225, the program offers an affordable way
to learn skills typically handed down from rider to rider in an
informal setting or through more costly training courses.

Master Horseman program participant Francis Richard, left, of
Grand Prairie, watches as a 4-H’er reaches to pet his horse during
the Acadiana 4-H Horse Camp at the SugArena in New Iberia in May.
Richard told the boy it’s important to reward horses when they
perform a skill correctly. This builds the horse’s trust in the rider.
Photo by Olivia McClure
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Each hands-on class covers basic training techniques that
lead to complex maneuvers. Students gain confidence and
knowledge of a little horse psychology, said Howard Cormier,
AgCenter Southwest Region equine agent who teaches
Master Horseman programs across the Acadiana region.
Horses, like people, are looking for a leader, he said.
“Horses can read personalities,” Cormier said. “They can
read your thoughts.”
Master Horseman classes teach a gentle approach rather
than a firm hand.
“Make the right thing easy and make the wrong thing
difficult — but not unbearable,” is the overarching principle
taught in the program, Cormier said.
The course covers basics, like nutrition and health care
for horses, and putting horses into a trailer and retraining bad
behavior.
“We work up from the very basics all the way to some
very technical things, like lead changes or lead departures
and higher-end maneuvers,” Walker said. “We want to be
able to appeal to a variety of disciplines. Every horse needs to
know how to move all of its body parts.”
Before completing the class, each student must present a
15-minute demonstration of a lesson learned in the program.
“For a lot of the people that is the scariest thing they do,”
Walker said.
While terrifying for some students, learning to pass these
skills along to others is one of the Master Horseman program’s reasons for existence. Program graduates must volunteer 20 hours in an equine program, Walker said.
She hopes they all continue teaching, even if it’s only in
informal settings.
“The idea is increase education to horse people across
the state, and that way they are helping other people even
without knowing it,” she said. “It doesn’t necessarily have
to be a big audience they are helping. If they help their
neighbor, then we have accomplished something.”
After eight weeks of work, each student receives a Master
Horseman certificate, but Cormier reminds students that true
mastery is elusive.
“A true master horseman, they are few and far between,”
Cormier said. “If anything, it should teach you that you don’t
know very much.”
Because the horse world is so expansive, there is always
more to learn, Walker said.
“We hope to instill through our program lifelong
learning,” Walker said.
Since 2004, when he took his first class, Rideau has risen
to the program’s highest level, Wrangler, which only one-third
of participants reach. It took Rideau a few years to perfect the
complex skills needed to earn that rank.
Now he competes occasionally with his show horse, a
quarter horse named Shiner. And he regularly teaches at 4-H
horse camps and shares his knowledge with teens.
“This is for us to learn, but the LSU AgCenter is doing it so
we can teach the kids,” he said. “That’s the main focus of it.”
Kyle Peveto is assistant communications specialist with Communications and
assistant editor of Louisiana Agriculture.

Master Horseman Program
Creates Confident Volunteers
Neely Walker and Melissa Cater
Research has shown that training in specific areas is
an essential component of creating a strong volunteer
workforce. Like many of the "Master" extension programs
across the nation, the Louisiana Master Horseman program aims to educate equestrians and prepare them to
serve as volunteer leaders within the 4-H horse program
and the Louisiana equine industry. Using a hands-on
approach to ensure mastery of horsemanship techniques,
graduates of this training have indicated in a recent
survey that the program has instilled confidence and a
willingness to teach equine technical and management
skills to others.
The LSU AgCenter’s Master Horseman program
began in 2002 for the purpose of improving the horsemanship skills of adults and preparing them to serve as
leaders in the 4-H horse program. Each class in the eightweek programs consists of a one-hour lecture and two to
three hours of riding and training instruction. Upon graduation, participants are asked to volunteer a minimum of
20 hours in some kind of horse-related activity. Since its
inception, more than 1,000 men and women have graduated from the program and serve in leadership roles in
horse organizations and youth programs in the state.
Recent evaluation efforts of the Master Horseman
program sought to determine if participation in the
program increased knowledge, confidence and willingness to teach others. Results indicate that the Master
Horseman program successfully instills willingness to
teach equine technical and management skills. The
program has also attained its goal of creating confident
volunteer leaders to teach topics and techniques learned
in the program, as indicated by changes in pre- and
post-program test scores.
The success of this program, however, may be better
indicated by the large number of youth, 263 in 2017-2018,
involved in the Louisiana 4-H horse program, whose lives
have been affected by Master Horseman graduates. Every
year volunteers coordinate a two-day 4-H Horse Camp,
host educational clinics, participate in teaching at the
annual 4-H University in June on the LSU campus, work
the annual Louisiana 4-H and FFA Horse Show in July, and
serve as leaders and mentors for parish horse projects.
Because of their dedication to the Louisiana 4-H horse
program, Master Horseman graduates often exceed their
20 hours of service, and many commit to the program
motto of “lifelong learning.”
Neely Walker is an associate professor in the School of Animal Sciences and the
extension horse specialist for the LSU AgCenter. Melissa Cater is director of the
LSU AgCenter Northeast Region and a member of the Louisiana Agriculture
editorial board.
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Looking for Natural Enemies
of Invasive Species
Rick Bogren

F

or almost as long as they have been coming to North
America, foreign settlers have brought with them plants
and animals from their native lands. Although most have
been innocuous, others have proved troublesome.
Whether purposefully or by accident, imported plants
and animals have been disruptive. Some examples include
Chinese tallow trees and kudzu. Other plants that were
brought in as ornamentals, like giant salvinia, water hyacinth
and hydrilla have pushed out native water plants and have
caused problems for wildlife and navigation. People in the
South are plagued by red imported fire ants, and Formosan
subterranean termites invaded the South after coming in
wood materials returned from south Asia following World War
II.
Sometimes the best way to control an invasive species is
to find its natural enemy in the country where it originated
and introduce it here. But because of the nature of unintended consequences, researchers must be careful not to
introduce another problem that wasn’t there before.
“The process of bringing a native enemy to control in
invasive species is highly regulated to make sure they are
safe,” said LSU AgCenter entomologist Rodrigo Diaz.
Diaz has been working with a salvinia weevil used to
control giant salvinia, an invasive water plant first discovered
in Louisiana in the Toledo Bend Reservoir in 1998. A native of
South America, the plant has no natural controls in the United
States and has moved into many water bodies in Louisiana.
Diaz’s research team in Cameron Parish has been monitoring areas where salvinia weevils have been released and
has identified several areas where heavy infestations of giant
salvinia have been extensively controlled.
“Giant salvinia has been reduced as salvinia weevils have
been introduced, and natural vegetation has recovered,” Diaz
said.
Diaz and his team have been monitoring 50 square miles
of marshland below the Intracoastal Canal known locally as
the Big Burns to measure the effectiveness of the weevil in
controlling the invasive plant. In three months’ time, heavy
infestations of giant salvinia have been reduced, and clear
water has emerged along with native plants.
“We found that if the weevil damage occurs early in
the season — in June or July — submerged vegetation had
enough time to recover and provide critical ecological services such as increasing dissolved oxygen levels and food for
waterfowl. We suspect some vegetation may take longer to
come back,” Diaz said.
The effectiveness of weevil control depends on the
dynamics of weather cycles.
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“In warm south Louisiana, the weevils do very well except
for a really cold winter,” Diaz said.
And even then, the weevil population is able to survive in
micro climates and re-emerge as temperatures rise in spring.
“Winter temperatures and spring rains can move the timing of
success,” he said.
A salvinia weevil from Brazil has been used in biological
control programs throughout the world. A population was
released in Texas and Louisiana in 2001 through the efforts
of retired AgCenter entomologists Seth Johnson and Dearl
Sanders.
At densities greater than 18 weevils per pound of salvinia,
weevil feeding causes giant salvinia mats to turn brown and
eventually die. Populations of the weevil reared in south
Louisiana, including in ponds at the AgCenter, are distributed
to rivers, bayous and lakes where they are introduced to control the plants.
A series of cold winters have significantly reduced
weevil populations in north Louisiana, so Diaz is heading to
Argentina, where he will collect weevil populations that have
been exposed to colder weather.
“We will bring a population from Buenos Aires for rearing
in a quarantine facility,” Diaz said. “It’s the same species as the
weevil from Brazil but with greater cold tolerance that will be
a new tool for controlling giant salvinia in north Louisiana.”
Diaz also is working with a leaf beetle to control air
potato, an invasive weed that’s spreading in Louisiana. Air
potato is a perennial vine native to Asia and Africa that is a
member of the yam family. The vines climb vertical surfaces
and compete with other vegetation for light and nutrients.
The larvae and adults of the air potato leaf beetle feed on the
plant leaves, causing stunted growth and early death.
The beetles are defoliators that stress plants. “We get less
aggressive growth and control with no major problems,” Diaz
said. About 10 years ago the U.S. Department of Agriculture
looked in Nepal and China for beetles, and the ones they
found were first confined for stringent host-range testing
before they were released into the wild in the U.S.
Working with the Nature Conservancy and other organizations, Diaz released a population of beetles in Louisiana in
2016. The results appear promising.
AgCenter researchers are also investigating the alligator
weed flea beetle and a water hyacinth weevil to determine if
they can be effective in controlling the weeds.
“With aquatics weed management, we utilize biological
control if aquatic herbicides are not cost-effective or unable
to selectively remove the pest,” said Christopher Mudge,
a research biologist with the U.S. Army Engineer Research

and Development Center and adjunct professor in
the AgCenter School of Plant, Environmental and Soil
Science.
The flea beetle is from southern Brazil and northern
Argentina.
Speed and success are limited compared with
chemicals or mechanical methods for controlling weeds,
but natural enemies are less expensive for long-term
success.
One problem with these biocontrol agents, Mudge
said, is that some bugs can become food for other species in the food chain.
“For example, an insect that performs well in a
research tank may not be as effective in the wild if it
becomes food for fish,” he said. “On the other hand,
we have the potential to spread millions of weevils per
year at a lower cost than using herbicides or mechanical
methods.”
Sometimes, however, biological controls don’t work
as expected.
The emerald ash borer, which can kill stands of
ash trees, found its way into Louisiana from Michigan
a couple of years ago. Native to Asia, the borer is a
cold-weather parasite. Ten years ago, researchers in the
Midwest identified parasitic wasps from China to control
the borer.
In 2015, AgCenter researchers introduced wasps
from Michigan in north Louisiana. Most disappeared.
The preliminary data suggest that they don’t thrive in
the warmer, humid climate of Louisiana, Diaz said.
Another attempt at biological control in Louisiana
hasn’t been as successful as researchers had hoped.
A florid fly, also known as a decapitating fly, was
released in Louisiana from 1999 to 2006 to control red
imported ants. Less than 1.5 millimeters in length, the
phorid fly was first released in the United States by the
USDA in Florida in 1997. The Louisiana releases were in
pastures. A follow-up study in 2009 found flies were still
present in 57 of the 64 parishes. Although the flies are
still present, they’re not abundant enough to have much
effect on fire ant populations, Diaz said.
Minor successes have been encouraging enough for
researchers to continue looking for biological controls
for invasive species. Diaz is now working with partners
in different international agencies in South America and
Asia to try to find a natural enemy for the Roseau cane
scale that showed up in Louisiana marsh near the mouth
of the Mississippi River. Originally from China and Japan,
the scale is threatening the integrity of the river channel.
Diaz is going to Asia this summer to use DNA testing
to identify the source of the scale and try to find a natural predator there.
“We are building a network of international research
teams,” Diaz said. “We are not isolated anymore. We
need to be cautious and realistic, but if a natural solution works, it will save millions of dollars.”
Rick Bogren is a professor and science writer in Communications.

Adult females of the salvinia weevil lay eggs one at a time in small crevices on the
giant salvinia growing tips. Newly hatched larvae feed on external plant parts, then
later burrow inside the rhizome to continue their development. Larval feeding
activity disrupts the flow of nutrients from the “roots” to the newly growing tips,
causing plants to turn brown and die. Adults feed preferentially on nitrogen-rich
buds, slowing new growth as they attack growing tips. Photo by Rodrigo Diaz

In June 2016, giant salvinia was thick in the marshland below the Intracoastal Canal in
Cameron Parish in an area known as the Big Burns. Photo by Rodrigo Diaz

In September 2016, there was open water in the Big Burns, and the giant salvinia was
found only on the fringes of the marsh. Photo by Rodrigo Diaz
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Shreveport Community
Health Hubs help citizens improve lifestyle
Karol Osborne

C

ommunity Health Hubs are
helping to redefine how
Shreveport residents make decisions about health and lifestyle.
The Community Health Hub concept is a bottom-up approach bringing
together neighborhood engagement
with regional health-based resources,
according to Grace Peterson, LSU
AgCenter associate extension agent for
SNAP-Ed and horticulture.
“Basics strategies, like access to
food and education, can look very different depending on what a community
wants and needs,” she said. “We are
using a site team to hear what people
want and need for their community,

bringing in the resources to address
those needs, and supporting community voice as the guiding principle.”
The We Grow Together! campus
in the Stoner Hill neighborhood near
Caddo Magnet School is a model “hub”
where residents and volunteers regularly come together for garden-based
nutrition education and other health-related services.
Weekly programs include classes on
gardening, garden workdays, neighborhood cleanup campaigns, food preparation and tasting events, and guest
speakers.
A recent garden event called “A
Taste of Summer” brought together

youth, young adults and grandparents
to learn how to prepare a garden-fresh
salad with homemade vinaigrette
dressing.
Patricia Carson no longer lives in
the neighborhood but was born and
raised there. “I come as often as I can,
and when there are activities for kids, I
try to make sure my grandchildren are
involved,” she said.
Carson’s grandson Aiden Hillard, a
fifth-grader at Eden Gardens Magnet
School, said he usually doesn’t like vegetables but likes learning about them
and trying new things.
Weekly meetings draw more than a
dozen youth and adults, and programs

Cookie Coleman, right, founding president of the Red River Coalition of Community Gardeners, and LSU AgCenter agent Grace Peterson have worked with
neighborhood volunteers to support a garden-based nutrition education program at the Stoner Hill community site for more than three years. Photo by Karol
Osborne
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Keyera Perlesy
shows off a
handful of
freshly picked
peppers from
the community
garden at the We
Grow Together!
campus in the
Stoner Hill
neighborhood
in Shreveport.
This community
hub attracts all
ages for handson learning
programs
focused on
healthy living
and gardening.
Photo by Karol Osborne
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are planned year-round to attract a wide
range of people, said Mary Dumars,
a Red River Coalition of Community
Gardeners member who volunteers at
several community garden sites around
the city.
Dumars said they promote events
by word-of-mouth, through churches
and neighborhood associations, and
email.
“All of the community garden coordinators around town come to monthly
coalition meetings held at the site —
people who garden at home, college
students, grandparents and grandchildren — it trickles through the neighborhood,” she said.
George Cox, a Southern University
student studying biology, became interested when he heard that something
with an educational purpose was happening in the neighborhood.
The Stoner Hill group started over
three years ago with a small community
garden spearheaded by the Red River
Coalition of Community Gardeners.
Founded by AgCenter Master Gardeners
and community gardener volunteers,
the coalition has operated as a nonprofit organization since 2012 and provides garden and nutrition programs in
Shreveport area neighborhoods.
Special events featuring food,
music and educational programs are
held during the year drawing people
from all over the city, said Deborrah
“Cookie” Coleman, founding president
of the coalition and a community volunteer who grew up in the Stoner Hill
neighborhood.
“By building relationships within
their own neighborhood, local residents
empower each other to make healthy
lifestyle choices and gain the confidence to develop new relationships outside their community,” Coleman said,
adding that the site has been a muchneeded asset offering meeting space for
coalition volunteers to plan and prepare
for upcoming events.
While many community gardens
thrive in the Shreveport area, only six
sites function as Community Health
Hubs.
The We Grow Together! campus
received a substantial boost two years
ago when a neighborhood home was
donated to the City of Shreveport,
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moved on-site and renovated to meet
training needs, Peterson said.
The city funded the $150,000 renovation, and Slow Food North Louisiana,
a nonprofit partner, raised more
than $6,000 to buy food preparation
equipment.
Owned by the city of Shreveport
and administered by the Office of
Community Development, the We Grow
Together! campus features six lots of
land and includes an outdoor education
center and demonstration vegetable
garden, in addition to the newly renovated house.
Other Community Health Hub sites
are at Highland Gardens, Bernstein
Development Inc., Seeds to Success in
the downtown area, and two city community sites.
The Community Health Hub concept reflects the vision identified in
the Shreveport Metropolitan Planning
Commission’s Great Expectations:
Shreveport-Caddo Vision for 2030, said
Peterson, who served on the community advisory group. The city’s master

plan set the stage for policy, system and
environmental changes that opened
doors for increased funding to launch
the project, she said.
By building collaborations with
volunteers, city and parish government,
higher education, health agencies
and nonprofit community groups, the
Community Health Hub model took
shape as a way to offer increased access
to a variety of health-focused resources
within individual neighborhoods.
Partnerships supporting the We
Grow Together! Community Health Hub
initiative include the LSU AgCenter,
Slow Food North Louisiana, Red River
Coalition of Community Gardeners,
Northwest Louisiana Master Gardeners,
Food Bank of Northwest Louisiana, LSU
School of Allied Health, LSU Health,
Community Foundation of North
Louisiana, the Martin Luther King Health
Center, the City of Shreveport and
Louisiana Department of Health Office
of Public Health.
Karol Osborne is a writer with Communications.

The We Grow Together! Community Health Hub model campus opens the door for local residents to
come together in a grassroots campaign to voice their concerns about health-related programs and
services. Ruth Schlichtemier, left, is the current president of the Red River Coalition of Community
Gardeners. Deborrah “Cookie” Coleman, center, is the founding president of the group. They are with LSU
AgCenter agent Grace Peterson. Photo by Karol Osborne
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Clayton A. Hollier
Frogeye leaf spot (Cercospora sojina) and Cercospora
blight (Cercospora kikuchii, C. flagellaris, C. sigesbeckiae)
are two important diseases of soybeans in Louisiana. Left
unchecked, both can induce serious quantity and quality yield
losses on susceptible varieties. Frogeye leaf spot is managed,
to some degree, by genetic resistance but more commonly
by fungicide use. On the other hand, Cercospora blight is not
easily managed by any approach.
Before the common use of fungicides, cultural practices,
in particular destroying crop residue by plowing it under to
bury it, were used to reduce inoculum for the following crop.
This study used both crop residue destruction and in-season
fungicide application to determine how they influence
subsequent disease development of frogeye leaf spot and
Cercospora blight.
A comparison of no-till, minimum till and deep tillage,
with and without an azoxystrobin fungicide, and using four
replications per year, was performed for three successive
years in southwest Louisiana. Data on the severity of frogeye
leafspot and cercospora blight were collected at each reproductive growth stage. Results are in Tables 1 and 2.

The percentage of disease severity of frogeye leaf spot
depended on the treatments. Table 1 shows that tillage in
any form reduced subsequent disease development, with
minimum tillage reducing frogeye leaf spot by 18 percent
over no-till and deep tillage reducing frogeye leaf spot development by 45 percent over no-till. Using a fungicide as an
in-season management tool provided additional reductions
over the use of tillage alone. The combination of minimum
tillage plus fungicide use during the season reduced frogeye
leaf spot development by 41 percent versus 18 percent by
tillage alone. Deep tillage combined with the fungicide
reduced frogeye leaf spot development 57 percent versus 45
percent by deep tillage alone. Fungicide use without tillage
reduced frogeye leaf spot development by 35 percent.
Table 2 shows that regardless of tillage practice alone or
in combination with fungicide use, Cercospora blight development was not affected.
Diseases reduce soybean yields annually, and all disease management practices should be considered for use to
reduce inoculum for subsequent crops as part of a complete
plant60 disease management system. In recent years, deep
plowing
has fallen out of favor for several reasons. Soil con50
servation efforts to reduce erosion have influenced producers
to drop
the practice. Additionally, fuel costs for deep
No-Till plowing
40
Till
have risen, reducing profits, and easily used and Minimum
effective
Deepis
Tilla viable
30
fungicides
are available. Nevertheless, deep tillage
No-Till Fungicide
option for the producer who wants to reduce inoculum
while
Minimum Till Fungicide
20
reducing the pressure on fungicide use, thus reducing the
Deep Till Fungicide
chances
of fungicide resistance. This study demonstrates the
10
effectiveness of plowing and fungicide use in a plant disease
management
system for frogeye leaf spot.
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TABLE 1. Percentage disease severity of frogeye leaf spot with no-till,
minimum till and deep tillage, with and without a fungicide, 2015-2017.

TABLE 2. Percentage disease severity of Cercospora blight with no-till,
minimum till and deep tillage, with and without a fungicide, 2015-2017.
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Managing Fusarium Head Blight
(Scab) in Louisiana Wheat
Boyd Padgett, Trey Price and Steve Harrison
Fusarium head blight (scab) caused primarily by Fusarium
graminearum devastated Louisiana wheat during the 2015
through 2017 growing seasons. The fungus causes shriveled
seed, reduces yield and test weight, and produces the mycotoxin deoxynivalenol, which is toxic to animals and humans.
Damage caused by this disease was, in part, responsible for
the lowest wheat acreage recorded for Louisiana in recent
years. Among the reasons this occurred was warm, wet
weather that persisted during flowering that favored infection and sustained epidemics. Additionally, the lack of highly
effective management practices, such as resistant varieties or
effective fungicides, makes the disease difficult to manage.
Managing scab begins with knowing the conditions
that favor infection and disease development. The fungus
can infect corn; therefore, wheat grown in fields planted to
corn the previous year have a higher risk of developing scab.
Infected corn debris, as well as wheat straw and other host

Symptoms of scab can appear 10 to 14 days after flowering as bleached heads,
which can be seen from the turn row or head row. Photo by Boyd Padgett
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materials, can harbor the pathogen and serve as initial inoculum. Fungal spores produced on this debris are dispersed to
nearby wheat plants by rain splash or wind. Other inoculum
can be introduced into the field as windblown spores. Later
in the season, plant-to-plant spread is possible. Infection can
occur at any time from head emergence to harvest, but infection during flowering through the soft dough stage is most
damaging. Conditions that favor infection are temperatures
from 75 to 85 degrees and 48 to 72 hours of free moisture.
Symptoms of the disease are shown in the accompanying
photos.
While no single management practice is effective, combining a moderately resistant variety with a timely fungicide
application for suppression can significantly reduce damage.
Other practices that may aid in management include crop
rotation with nonhost crops, tillage, mowing or shredding,
and staggered planting or varietal maturity. At harvest,
combine fan speed may be increased to blow out infected
seed, which is lighter than healthy seed. Additionally, seed
cleaning equipment may help remove affected seed but may
not be cost-effective. These cultural practices alone will not
completely manage Fusarium head blight. An integrated
approach is required to lessen the impact of Fusarium head
blight. It important to have a management plan in place
before planting.

Discoloration is caused by millions of microscopic spores or reproductive
structures of the fungal pathogen. Healthy kernels usually appear along with
the diseased kernels on the same head. Photo by Trey Price

During the past several years, LSU AgCenter scientists
have evaluated scab severity in variety trials and in inoculated, misted nurseries at several locations. These ratings can
be found at www.wheat.lsu.edu. This information can be used
to avoid planting a susceptible variety. However, varieties that
have low scab ratings may still be genetically susceptible to
infection because conditions during flowering did not favor
infection and disease establishment. Determining genetic
resistance should be based on results from multiple locations
in years when scab was present. AgCenter scientists also collaborate in the U.S. Wheat and Barley Scab Initiative (https://
scabusa.org/) to identify varieties and management practices
to control this disease. In addition, new and existing fungicides are evaluated to manage this disease.
It is common to see two to three years of scab epidemics
followed by years with little to no disease. A risk assessment

tool that is based on temperature and relative humidity
is available online at www.wheatscab.psu.edu. It includes
regional commentary to help determine risk at any location.
This is the only practical way to determine the need to spray
because scab symptoms may not show up for a week or more
after infection occurs.

Bleached heads are often mistaken as maturing wheat. Upon close inspection,
affected wheat heads will usually have infected kernels showing a bleached
appearance with pinkish, salmon or light orange coloration along the bracts
at the base of the spikelets. Photo by Boyd Padgett

In extreme cases, the entire wheat head may be infected. At harvest, affected
seed will be shriveled, off-color and much lighter than healthy kernels and are
referred to as “tombstones.” Photo by Trey Price

More information is available online at www.scabsmart.org
and www.scabusa.org.
Boyd Padgett is a professor at the Dean Lee Research, Extension and Education
Center. Trey Price is an assistant professor at the Macon Ridge Research Station.
Steve Harrison is the Walker T. Nolin Professor in the School of Soil, Plant and
Environmental Sciences.
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Louisiana Farmers' Perceptions
of Major Challenges to
Compliance With the Food
Safety Modernization Act

The researchers collected data from Louisiana producers
during LSU AgCenter educational meetings in 2017. A total of
53 producers responded to questions on major challenges to
compliance with the Food Safety Modernization Act and indicated there were three: the cost of implementing the safety
measures, lack of knowledge about the FSMA, and the availability of information about the FSMA.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Achyut Adhikari, Krishna P. Paudel and Kathryn
Fontenot
Food safety is a global concern. In the United States,
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) monitors and reports
on foodborne outbreaks and health hazards every year.
From 2000 to 2010, the CDC, along with the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), reported increases in the prevalence of
foodborne diseases linked to fresh produce, most of which is
imported into the United States. These reports and consumer
concerns led to the passage of the Food Safety Modernization
Act (FSMA) of 2011.
Before 2011, producers and processors voluntarily followed good agricultural practices (GAP), good manufacturing
practices (GMP) and hazard analysis and critical control plans
(HACCP) to minimize the risk of foodborne diseases. The
FSMA, however, authorized the FDA to set mandatory, science-based, prevention-oriented standards in five key areas:
(1) food preventative controls, (2) produce safety, (3) import
safety, (4) international adulteration, and (5) sanitary transportation. These FDA standards apply to the majority of entities
involved in the U.S. food supply chain, both international and
domestic, including farmers and food processors in Louisiana.
The FSMA Produce Safety Rule requires farmers who are
growing crops that are consumed raw to follow preventive
approaches to food safety as opposed to reactive approaches.
While deemed necessary to enhance food safety, these regulations may place certain burdens on farmers.
To aid Louisiana producers in achieving compliance, the
LSU AgCenter, with support from the Louisiana Department
of Agriculture and Forestry and the Southern Region FSMA
Training Center, has been conducting sessions on the
Produce Safety Alliance (PSA) growers training course. After
completing the LSU AgCenter training, the farmers are considered to be in compliance with the Produce Safety Rule
training requirement, and they receive a certificate from the
Association of Food and Drug Officials, which is an international nonprofit organization recognized by the FDA to
manage mandatory training.
To better understand Louisiana farmers’ perceptions of
the FSMA, LSU AgCenter researchers conducted a study to
identify the major challenges farmers face to comply with
the new food safety system and to identify the influence of
several factors on the intensity of major challenges related to
compliance.
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Recommendations are that the LSU AgCenter continue
to take steps to enhance farmers’ awareness of all training
opportunities available to be FSMA compliant. More training
and more knowledge can also lead to enhanced perceptions
and attitudes about the role of this landmark act in ensuring
food safety in an increasingly globalized society.

DIRECT MARKETING AND SALES CONTRACTS

Direct marketing provides opportunities for farmers
to make additional revenue from farming. As part of this
study, the AgCenter researchers also wanted to identify factors affecting direct marketing channel choice among the
53 Louisiana producers as well as to determine the share of
sales to different direct marketing outlets. Direct marketing
has been growing steadily as a marketing channel of choice
among farmers in the United States. As health awareness
increases, so has consumer desire to buy from local sources.
Direct marketing involves selling products directly to consumers, retailers or local institutions such as hospitals, food
distribution hubs and schools. Farmers choose to sell these
products either through a contract or an open-market sale.
Thirty-nine farmers indicated that they have participated
in direct marketing, whereas 10 farmers have not participated
in this marketing channel. Only 17 farmers had contracts to
sell their products to retail outlets and three farmers had contracts to sell their outputs to local institutions. If farmers are
selling outputs directly, they are selling to consumers from
farm stores or selling to retailers. Very few farmers are selling
to institutions and regional food distributors under contract.
Results of the survey indicate that as the number of
restaurants and other retail outlets increase in the zip code
or parish where farmers are located, the probability of selling
using direct marketing increases. The researchers also found
that if the farm is specializing in one or all production activities, the sales to farm stores and farmers markets increases.
Achyut Adhikari is an assistant professor in the School of Nutrition and Food Science,
Krishna P. Paudel is the Gilbert Durbin Endowed Professor in the Department of
Agricultural Economics and Agribusiness, and Kathryn Fontenot is an associate
professor and extension specialist in the School of Plant, Environmental and Soil
Sciences.
Acknowledgements: This study was supported by the Food Safety Modernization
Grant Program at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Food and
Drug Administration through federal grant agreement number 1U18FD005907. Its
contents are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent
the official views of the DHH or FDA.

RESEARCH BRIEF

Influence of Seeding Rate and
Nitrogen Rate on Grain Yield
of Two Corn Hybrids Differing
in Ear Flex on Mississippi River
Alluvial Soils
Henry J. Mascagni Jr. and Brenda Tubaña
Corn grain yield and seed quality depend on the interaction of management and climate. Although an adequate
number of plants is needed for maximum yield, too high a
population may reduce yield and produce additional plant
stress. Hybrid traits such as root and stalk quality help determine the optimal number of plants needed to produce
maximum yield. Another important trait influencing optimal
plant population is ear flex, or the ability of the plant to adjust
ear size based on growing conditions. Because ear size may
increase when growing conditions are good, fewer flex-ear
plants are required for maximum yield. For fixed-ear hybrids,
high plant populations required for maximum yield in good
years may depend on a hybrid’s drought tolerance. Severe
moisture stress with higher plant populations may affect
plant growth and plant health. Hybrid choice and seeding
rate may also affect the optimal nitrogen rate. To maximize
yield potential and profitability, more research is needed on
optimum seeding rates and nitrogen requirements for commercial hybrids currently being marketed.
Field experiments were conducted in 2013 and 2015
on Sharkey clay at the Northeast Research Station near St.
Joseph, Louisiana, to evaluate the influences of seeding rate
and nitrogen rate. A fixed-ear hybrid Dekalb DKC 66-97 and
a flex-ear hybrid REV 28HR20 were evaluated at four seeding
rates and nitrogen rates. Seeding rates were 26,400, 30,800,
35,200 and 39,600 seeds per acre, with targeted populations
of 24,000, 28,000, 32,000 and 36,000 plants per acre. The

harvested plant populations were within 5 percent of the
number of seed planted in each instance. Corn was planted
on March 21, 2013, and March 30, 2015. Nitrogen fertilizer was
applied at the two-to-three-leaf stage at rates of 200, 250 and
300 pounds per acre. The trials were conducted under irrigated and nonirrigated conditions each year, with four furrow
irrigations in 2013 and three furrow irrigations in 2015.
Rainfall was well-distributed each year, resulting in good
grain yields in the nonirrigated trials (Figure 1). Average grain
yields generally increased for the fixed-ear hybrid as seeding
rates increased regardless of soil moisture status, ranging
from 150.6 to 178.6 bushels per acre in nonirrigated trials
and 161.9 to 200.4 bushels per acre in irrigated trials. Flex-ear
average grain yields across seeding rates ranged from 174.1 to
183.3 bushels per acre nonirrigated and 183.3 to 198.4 bushels
per acre irrigated. Optimal seeding rates for the flex-ear
hybrid were 26,400 seeds per acre in non-irrigated trials and
30,800 seeds per acre in irrigated trials. Optimal seeding
rates for the fixed-ear hybrid were 30,800 seeds per acre in
nonirrigated trials and 39,600 seeds per acre in irrigated trials.
Nitrogen use increased as seeding rates increased for each
hybrid in all trials (Figure 2), with little interaction among the
variables studied. Responses to nitrogen rates across seeding
rates were similar for both hybrids.
Because of relatively good rainfall distribution, conditions
were conducive for plant development even without irrigation. The flex-ear hybrid has the ability to increase ear size at
low plant populations when growing conditions are good,
thus reducing the optimal number of plants required for
maximum grain yield compared to hybrids that have fixed-ear
traits. Ear size was measured, and in general, the flex-ear
hybrid produced larger ears than the fixed-ear hybrid, particularly at the lower seeding rates.
In situations with lower yield expectations, fewer plants
may be required for maximum grain yield, particularly when
planting a flex-ear type hybrid. In these cases, growers can
reduce seed cost by planting fewer seeds per acre.
Henry J. Mascagni Jr. is a professor at the Northeast Research Station in St. Joseph,
Louisiana, and Brenda Tubaña is the Jack E. and Henrietta Jones Professor in the
School of Plant, Environmental and Soil Sciences.
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Identifying high-yielding, premium quality
sweet potato varieties with insect resistance is
the LSU AgCenter breeder’s goal.
See page 8
LSU AgCenter scientists are successfully
controlling invasive species through use of
natural enemies.
See page 22
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An effective disease management system
for soybeans may require both plowing and
fungicides.
See page 27
Combining a moderately resistant variety
with a timely fungicide application can
significantly reduce damage to wheat from
scab disease.
See page 28
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At the LSU AgCenter, we’re helping Louisiana grow in areas that improve
your life. Our research and educational programs provide the tools you
need to live well and thrive in a growing, changing world.

